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BathyrnetricArtifacts in Sea Beam Data'
How to RecognizeThem and What CausesThem
CHRISTIAN de MOUSTIER AND MARTIN

C. KLEINROCK

ScrippsInstitutionof Oceanography,
Universityof California,San Diego, La Jolla

Sea Beam multibeam bathymetric data have greatly advanced understanding of the deep
seafloor. However, several types of bathymetric artifactshave been identified in Sea Beam's contoured output. Surveys with many overlappingswaths and digital recordingon magnetic tape of
Sea Beam's 16 acoustic returns made it possible to evaluate actual system performance. The
artifacts are not due to the contouring algorithm used. Rather, they result from errors in echo
detectionand processing.These errors are due to internal factors such as side lobe interference,

bottom-tracking
gate malfunctions,or externalinterferencefrom other soundsources(e.g., 3.5
kHz echosoundersor seismicsoundsources). Although many artifactsare obviouslyspuriousand
would be disregarded,some (particularlythe "omega"effectsdescribedin this paper)are more subtle and could misleadthe unwary observer. Artifacts observed could be mistaken for volcanicconstructs, abyssalhill trends, hydrothermal mounds, slump blocks, or channelsand could seriously
affect volcanic, tectonic, or sedimentologicalinterpretations. Misinterpretation of these artifacts
may result in positioningerrors when seafloorbathymetryis usedto navigatethe ship. Considering
these possiblegeologicalmisinterpretations,a clear understandingof the Sea Beam system'scapabilities and limitations

is deemed essential.

1. INTRODUCTION

tion errors are mostly related to some characteristicsof the

The Sea Beam bathymetric survey system is a multibeam echo sounder developed by the General Instrument
Corporation to produce near-real-time high-resolution contoured

swath charts of the seafloor down to maximum

oceanbottom (e.g., type of substrateor suddenchangein
slope) or to interference from other sound sources run-

ning in parallel with Sea Beam (mostly subbottom
profilers: 3.5-kHz echo sounderand seismicsources).
This paper describes several artifacts discovered in Sea

ocean depth (11 km). Since 1977 when the first system Beam data and discussesthe associatedpossible geological
became operational aboard the French R/V Jean Charcot,
nine other systems have been installed aboard research
vesselsfrom the United States, Germany, Japan, and Australia.

Sea Beam systemshave proven extremely useful in the
study of the geomorphologyof the ocean floor and have
made possiblestriking discoveriesof features which would
not have been detected with conventional single-point

misinterpretations. We suggest a number of solutions to
improve data quality. We also consider the existence of

relatedartifactsin similar multibeamecho sounders(e.g.,
the SonarArray SoundingSystem(SASS) [Glenn,1970]).
2. BACKGROUND:

SEA BEAM SYSTEM

Before going into a detailed explanation of the problems

depth sounders[e.g., Macdonaldand Fox, 1983; Lonsdale, found in the SIO system, we briefly review Sea Beam's
1983]. However, after 3 years of experiencewith the sys- general framework for the reader unfamiliar with the sys-

tem installed aboard the R/V Thomas Washingtonof the

Scripps Institution of Oceanography(SIO), we have
discovered a number

of artifacts in Sea Beam's contoured

tem. Further discussion of the system are found in the

works by Renard and Ailenou [1979] and Farr [1980].

digitizedraw acousticdata. During four cruisesaboardthe

Because a clear understanding of Sea Beam's acoustic
geometry and echo processingmethods is a prerequisite to
analyze its bathymetric output, we have included in the
appendices relevant technical information not available in

R/V Thomas Washingtonwe used a data acquisition system

the literature.

output. Their artificial nature has been demonstrated by
comparingoverlapping Sea Beam swaths and by analyzing

developedby SIO's Marine PhysicalLaboratory(MPL) to
record digitally the acousticreturns from Sea Beams' 16
preformed beams on magnetic tape. This data set has
enabled

us to determine

the causes

of these artifacts

They do not stem from the vagaries of the contouring
algorithmused; rather they are the result of errors in echo
detection and processing. In our experience, such detec-
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As illustrated by the simplified block diagram in Figure
1, the Sea Beam system uses a multibeam narrow beam

echo sounderand an echo processor(EP) to generatein
near-real time, contour maps of the ocean floor. A 20element projector array mounted along the ship's keel
sends out a 7-ms pulse of 12.158 kHz at intervals that are
integral multiples of 1 s. The transmissionperiod is usually determined by an analog graphic recorder. The
receiving unit lies athwartships and consists of 40 linehydrophone arrays whose long axes are oriented fore-aft.
The resulting transmit/receive geometry is illustrated in
Figure 2. In Figure 2, vertical crosssectionsof theoretical
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the Sea Beam system showing the narrow beam echo sounder and the echo processor.
The positionof the MPL data acquisitionsystemis shown for reference.

beam patternsare shown for both the projector (Figure
2a) and the receiver (Figure 2b) arrays. The transmit
beam pattern spans 54ø athwartships by 2 2/3 ø in the
fore-aft direction. It is pitch stabilized within a range of
+_10ø of pitch. There is no pitch compensation for the
receive beam pattern, instead it spans 20ø in the fore-aft
direction to accommodate pitch angles of +_10ø. The
athwartships beam width is 2 2/3 ø. Sea Beam receives with
16 fixed preformed beams obtained by electronicallysteering this 20ø x 2 2/3 ø beam at athwartships intervals of
2 2/3 ø between +_20ø of incidence. In this configuration
there is no beam along the ship's vertical axis; rather two
of the beams point at 1 1/3 ø on either side of this axis.
The acousticenergy received at the ship comes from the
intersection of the transmit and receive beam patterns.
This appears in Figure 2c as 16 squares 2 2/3 ø on a side.
Figure 2c is only meant to illustrate the angular relationship between the main lobe of the transmitted beam pattern and the main lobes of the 16 preformed beams.
Actual footprints are not rectangles or squares; they are
ellipses whose areas increaseaway from vertical incidence.
Since depths are ideally determined at the center of each
of the preformed beams, the maximum swath width
correspondsto 73% of the water depth.
The beam-forming operation describedabove generates
16 acoustic signals. These are sent to the EP receivers
where they are filtered, rectified, amplified, and

transferredto the Sea Beamcomputer(Figure 1). Figure 3
shows a typical output of the 16 EP receivers. Each
waveform correspondsto a preformed beam and is accord-

ingly numbered from the center out (1-8) on port and
starboard. In Figure 3 the ridge of synchronous returns

(seearrowlabeled"sidelobe")corresponds
to energyfrom
the near-speculardirection (tallest return) entering the
side lobes of the other beams. The 16 bottom return signals form a parabola, indicatinga flat portion of seafloor.
These data have been digitized and recorded on magnetic

tape with a separatedata acquisitionsystem (Figure 1)
built around an LSI 11/23 minicomputer, in an experiment conducted by MPL to measure acoustic backscatter
from the deep seafloor. They have proven invaluable to
evaluate the performance of the EP because Sea Beam
only retains depths and cross-trackhorizontal distances.
In the Sea Beam computer, 16 such waveforms are

simultarieously
digitizedat a frequencyof 300 Hz per
waveform. This corresponds to one digitization cycle
every 3.33 ms or 2.5 m of slant range assuminga sound
velocity of 1500 m/s. Consequently, slant range and
therefore depth determination resolution is limited to 2.5
m. While it digitizes the acousticdata, the computer also
performs several echo processingtasks. For each digitization cycle these tasks are receiver gain correction, refraction correction, roll compensation, detection threshold
level computation, and echo detection. Automatic
bottom-trackinggates (one for each beam) determine a
time window during which a return is expected on any one
beam based on previous sounding history. A return is
detected if it falls within the gates and lies above the
threshold.

In general, the threshold level is computed to ride
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Fig. 2. Sea Beam transmit/receive geometry. Computed beam pattern cross sections in the athwartshipsvertical
plane centeredon the array and in the vertical plane passingthrough the ship's fore-aft axis are shown for (a) the

projectorarray and (b) the receiverarray. The effect of Dolph-Chebyshevamplitudeshadingis alsoillustrated. (c)
A summary cartoon showing the angular relationship between the main lobe of the transmitted beam pattern and
those of the 16 preformed beams.
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Fig. 3. Acoustic signal envelopes of the 16 preformed beams at the output of the Sea Beam echo processor
receivers. The time axis represents secondsafter transmission. The vertical axis in volts represents the voltage
equivalent of the sound pressurelevel at the receiver array, corrected for acoustictransmissionlossesin the water
column by a time-variedgain (TVG). No roll compensation,recordinggain, or receivergain correctionshave been
applied to the data at this stage. Such data are recorded digitally on magnetic tape every transmissioncycle, along
with time, TVG, and ship's roll.
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above the noise, above the side lobe responseto a strong
specular return, and above potential noise bursts interfering with bottom echo detection. A manual threshold can
also be entered by the Sea Beam operator. As we shall see

in the following sections,thresholdingand gating are two
critical operationsin the echo processing. A more detailed
description of Sea Beam's echo processingmay be found
in Appendix B.

For each roll-compensatedbeam having sufficientsignal
to noise ratio, a slant rangeR is calculatedby computing
the center of mass of all the detected signal samples for
that beam and by multiplying the corresponding arrival

time by 750 m/s. Knowingthe slant rangeR and the stabilized beam angle•, a simple calculationyieldsthe depth
Z and the cross-track horizontal distance Y:

Z

=

R cos .

Y --

C•R sin,

return is present on one of the 16 preformed beams or, if
the manual thresholdis set high enough, in lossof data.
On most ships equippedwith Sea Beam the bathymetry

dataare mergedwith shipnavigation(transitsatellitenavigation and dead reckoning, or NAVSTAR Global Position-

ing System navigationwhen available) by another computer aboard the ship and recontoured along the ship's
track on a 30 inches digital plotter with a delay time of
about 2 min. This gives the surveyor the ability to
effectively control ship navigation and track spacingby
looking at the contours plotted. A second stage of data
postprocessing,done on ship or ashore, consistsof adjusting the navigation to fit correspondingcontour lines on
adjacenttracks and of regriddingthe entire data set to produce a map. When navigation comes from the Global
Positioning System there is virtually no need for adjustments. These operations usually smooth the raw Sea
Beam soundings by averaging along track over a certain

number of transmissioncycles (often five) to produce

whereCa is the meansoundvelocityobtainedby averaging the values of the sound velocity profile from the surface to the averagebottom depth (in uncorrectedmeters)

and Cn is the nominal sound velocityin water (1500
m/s). The depth Z is given in uncorrectedmetersreferenced to a sound velocity of 1500 m/s. The cross-track
horizontal

distance Y

is a true distance because it is

corrected for both refraction

Finally, the (Z,Y)

and travel time.

coordinatesfor eachvalidatedbeam

are output as a cross-track bottom profile on the EP

cathoderay tube (CRT) display. The depthsare alsoused
to update the bottom-trackinggates on each beam for the
next transmission cycle.
The depths and cross-trackhorizontal distancesfor each
transmission cycle are logged on a magnetic storage

medium (disk or tape) alongwith time and ship'sheading,
as well as output in near-real time (--1 min delay) on
paper as a contour chart by an 11 inches digital swath

plotter. In the following,we will refer to the (Z,Y)

data

as the raw Sea Beam data.

The Sea Beam echo-processingsequence outlined here
will vary dependingon the EP mode chosenby the operator. Three modes are available. Mode 1 is essentially a
start-up mode during which no data logging or contour
plotting are performed. The EP displaysthe vertical beam
depth and the CRT shows unprocessedechoes on the 16
preformed beams. The detection threshold used in mode
1 is the highest of the noise threshold, the side lobe threshold, or the threshold entered by the operator. Mode 2 is
a semiautomatic EP operation with data logging and contour plotting. The CRT displays processed data in the
form of a cross-track bottom depth profile, but the operator controls the tracking gates' width and center. Mode 3
is a completely automatic version of mode 2. It is the
mode in which the EP usually operatesduring bathymetric
survey work. A very important and poorly documented
difference

exists

determination

between

the

detection

threshold

level

of mode 1 and that of modes 2 and 3.

In

modes 2 and 3, a nonzero threshold level input by the
operator supercedesany other threshold computation. It
is therefore imperative that the manual threshold be set to
zero when in mode 2 or 3.

Failure to do so results in the

EP tracking the side lobe response any time a specular

more even grid spacing along versus across the ship's
track, thus removing most of the jitter apparent on nearreal-time swath plots. However, when system errors cause
bad soundings, the resulting fictitious bathymetry will
often not average out as we shall show in the following
sections. Therefore in order to assess the validity of
suspiciousSea Beam bathymetry, an investigatorneeds to
refer to the raw data and use any corroboratinginformation available. When only the raw data are available, as is
often the case, such assessmentrequires a clear understanding of the processingperformed by the Sea Beam
computer on the digitized acousticsignals.
3. SEA BEAM BATHYMETRIC ARTIFACTS:

EXAMPLES,EXPLANATIONS,
AND GEOLOGICALIMPLICATIONS

Sea Beam has been used extensively in the past several
years to study the morphology, tectonics, volcanology,and
sedimentologyof the seafloor. So many Sea Beam surveys
have been run that a complete list is too large for inclusion here; therefore we only reference some of the more
recent works. Bathymetric charts produced from Sea
Beam data have been used as base maps for more detailed
studies using deeply towed instrument packages such as

MPL's Deep-Tow [Spiessand Lonsdale,1982; Spiesset al.,
1984;Hey et al., this issue]and mannedsubmersibles
such
as Woods Hole OceanographicInstitute's (WHOI's)
DSRV Alvin and DSRV Cyana of the Institut Francais de
Recherche pour l'Exploitation de la Mer (IFREMER)
(formerly Centre National pour l'Exploitation des Oceans
(CNEXO)) [e.g., Ballard and Francheteau,1983; Fran-

cheteauand Ballard, 1983]. Many surveyscoveringfairly
large areas (hundredsof square kilometers) with nearly
total coverage have lead to valuable insights into the

processes
at spreadingcenters[e.g., Hey et al., this issue;
Crane et at., 1985; Macdonald et at., 1984; Mammerickx,

1984; Lonsdale,1983], transformfaults [e.g., Galloet al.,
1984; Detrick et al., 1984] trenches [e.g., Shipleyand
Moore, 1985; Lewiset al., 1984], microplates[e.g.,Hey et
al 1985, Naar and Hey, this issue],seamounts[e.g., Fornari et al., 1984], and submarinecanyonsystems[e.g.,
Lewiset al., 1984]. Sea Beam'sregionaldepictionof the
seafloorin these areashas been extremely useful.
In most cases, the finer-scale Sea Beam bathymetry is
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Fig. 4. Echo processorCRT display showing a cross-trackbottom profile (solid trace) characteristicof a "tunnel"
effect. The dashedtracesrepresentthe upperand lower positionsof the automaticbottom-trackinggates. The vertical scaleis 200 m per division. The horizontalscaleis compressed
to accommodatea receptionbeam width spanning 80ø (40ø actualbeam width with _ 20ø for roll).

dependable and is reproducible on overlapping swaths.
However, given the existence of the bathymetric artifacts
discussedin this paper, investigatorsshould be cautious
when studying bathymetric details on the scale of hundreds to thousandsof meters. This is particularly important for surveys of large areas where bathymetric and
structural data are interpolated between widely separated
Sea Beam swaths. Misinterpreting any of these artifacts as
true bathymetricfeatures could also result in positioning
errors when the vesselis navigated by comparisonof realtime bathymetry with compiled charts.
In the following we discussthree types of bathymetric
artifacts resulting from echo-processingerrors. These
errors are due to internal factors such as side lobe interfer-

ence or malfunction of the bottom-trackinggates or to
external interference

from other sound sources.

In each

case we present evidence of artifacts through Sea Beam
data samples, explain their cause, and indicate their geological implications.

3.1. SideLobe Interference

Renardand Allenou[1979] recognizedsidelobe interference as a potentialproblemin Sea Beam (e.g., Figure 21
in their paper). The interferenceis characterizedby small

apparentslope fluctuationson seafloordipping perpendicular to the ship's track, and it typically affects only a few
beams. A more serious problem occurs when the seafloor
surveyed is relatively fiat and Sea Beam renders it as a

trough (the "tunnel"effect [Smith,1983]). This is seenas
a concave-up arc on the cross-track CRT bottom profile in
Figure 4. To understand this artifact, consider the Sea
Beam acousticdata shown in Figure 5 which is identical in
format to Figure 3. Note that the side lobe level is much
higher in Figure 5 than in Figure 3. If the EP is in mode
3 and a nonzero

manual

threshold

level has been entered

by the Sea Beam operator, the system does not calculate a
noise or a side lobe threshold.

It therefore

tracks the side

lobe response when present and when above the manual
threshold level. Arrival times are then synchronouson all
beams as if coming from a concave-up horizontal half

cylinder. Figure 6 shows an example of the resulting
bathymetry.
The apparentrelief of the "tunnel" walls in this example
rangesfrom 40 m to 100 m, although theoreticallyit may
be as much as 6% of the water depth. The actual seafloor
morphology in this area is not precisely known because
the MPL acousticdata acquisitionsystem was not available
during this survey. This area is believed to be generally
flat with indications of roughly north-south abyssal hill
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Fig. 5. Acousticsignalenvelopesof the 16 preformed beamsat the output of the Sea Beam EP receivers. The format is identical to that of Figure 3. The ridge of synchronousreturns due to side lobe responseis much more pronouncedin this figurethan in Figure3 becauseit is due to a strongernear-specular
return (starboardbeam 1, which
is clippedin this figure)

trends. Such "tunnels" might be mistaken for troughs
between abyssalhills or submarine channels, but investigators would recognize them as artificial because the
trough axes follow the ship track, independentof course
changes.
The "tunnel" effect can also occur when a zero manual

thresholdhasbeenentered,even thoughthe systemcomputes a noise and a side lobe threshold. In the example
given in Figure 5, we identify two processeswhich combine to defeat the side lobe rejection scheme outlined in
the appendices. First, a very strong specular return was

received at the hydrophones,indicating a highly reflective
seafloor. Second, the EP receiver outputs were found to
saturate at 8.5 V rather than the specified maximum out-

put of 10 V [de Moustier,1985a]. As a result the peak
amplitude on the specular return is clipped (starboard
beam 1 in Figure 5). The side lobe thresholdlevel computed on a clipped peak only partially removes the side
lobe response, and the remaining portions of side lobe
responsebias the center of mass calculationin their direction given the comparatively low signal to noise ratio of
the real backscattered bottom returns. Eventually, the

2krn

Fig. 6. The "tunnel" effect. Four portions of Sea Beam swathsadjustedfor navigationare shown here to illustrate
the effectsof a non-zero manualthresholdwhen the echo processorruns in mode 2 or 3. Sea Beam'srenditionof
the bathymetryis seenas a trough approximatelycenteredon the ship'strack. This trough persiststhroughchanges
in the ship'scourse,therebyindicatingits artificialnature. Fictitiousgulliesalsoappearon slopesupdipas well as
downdip(best seen in the upperright sectionof this figure). Contour interval is 10 m, and tick marks point
downhill.
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Fig. 7. Evidenceof a 3.5-kHz echo soundertransmittingduring a Sea Beam receptioncycle. The corresponding
noise burst appearsas a synchronousridge acrossall 16 preformed beams. The format is the same as that of Figure
3. A noise burst ridge differs from a side lobe responseridge in that the levels of the peaksare more or lessconstant for the former, while a marked differencein level existsbetweenthe specularreturn and its corresponding
sidelobe response(Figures3 and 5). The differencesin level seenin this figureare due to differencesin receiver
gains which were not corrected.

system tracks the side lobe response instead of the bottom, creating a troughlike feature. The limiting case is
that of a mirrorlike

hard surface from which there is no

backscatter. In this case, one would see only a strong
specular return and a synchronous ridge of side lobe
returns. However, most of the time the bottom offers
some roughnesson the scale of Sea Beam's 12-cm acoustic wavelength, and the signal to noise ratio of the backscatteredreturns is sufficientto track the bottom correctly.
It is important to note that the prerequisite for side lobe
interference is a strong near-specularreturn on any one of
the preformed beams. The bottom does not necessarily

have to be flat (e.g., Renard and Allenou's[1979] example). In cases where the side lobe response is well
separatedfrom the bottom return (e.g., port beam 8 in
Figure 5), it usuallyfalls outsidethe trackinggates. When
the

side lobe

and the actual bottom

returns

are close

together or overlapping, as is usually the case on returns
adjacentto the near-specularreturn (e.g., port beam 1 in
Figure 5), the system has no way of differentiating
between side lobe responseand bottom return. Rejecting
the side lobe responsewill most likely cancel some of the
bottom return, resulting in a slightly erroneous depth

determination.Likewisethe computeddepthis in error if
the side.lobe response is not rejected. The errors are

small (•-5 m) for beams oriented in the near-specular
directions, and increaseaway from specularincidence due
to the lengtheningof the backscatteredreturn signaldura-

tion (pulsestretching)with both beam angleand depth.
3.2. InterferenceFrom External SoundSources

External sound sourcesinterfere with the Sea Beam system when they transmit while Sea Beam is receiving
echoesfrom the seafloor. Figure 7 showsan example of a

3.5-kHz

echo sounder interference as seen in the acoustic

data. It appearsas a synchronousridge acrossthe 16 preformed beams. This is a classical example of a noise
burst. As for the side lobe interference, the dynamic
thresholding used to reject such noise bursts has side
effects which produce fictitious bathymetry, examples of
which can be seen in Figure 8. The portion of the noise
burst which is well separated from the actual bottom

returns are effectively rejected by dynamic thresholdingor
by gating. However, where signal and noise burst overlap,
canceling the noise burst also cancels part of the signal
and skews the center of mass calculation

for that return.

As the noise burst slowly progressesthrough the reception

cycleover a number of pings,bathymetricpeaksappearon
the contoured output in the direction of the beams which
point away from specular ilacidence. The near-specular
directions are not affected as much since pulse stretching
is minimal, thereby reducingthe margin for error.
The bathymetric peaks are typically short wavelength
(hundreds of meters) and may vary in amplitude from
tens to hundreds of meters. The more pronouncedof

thesepeaksare often clearlyspuriousand extremelysteep
and sharp; such features are geologically unlikely, and
investigators will readily disregard them.
Smalleramplitude artifacts are less obvious and might be mistaken
for small volcanic cones or large hydrothermal mounds.
One common, although not ubiquitous, characteristicof
these

artifacts

is the simultaneous

occurrence

of more

than one in different parts of the swath. Investigators
aware of the potential for these phenomena are unlikely to
misinterpret them. Seismic sound sources such as water
guns produce similar effects, but no observable interferences have been reported with air guns, probably because
they do not output enough acousticenergy in the 12-kHz
frequencyband [Smith,1983].
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Fig. 8. Examples of contoured swath plots showing the results of external sound source interference. Artifacts can

be recognizedas individualpeakson one or both sidesof the ship'strack (centerline in all three plots). Contour
interval is 10 m, and tick marks point downhill.

A special case of interference from external sound
sources exists for 12-kHz bottom transponders. Figure 9
shows an example of such interference with evidence of a
transponder trace on the corresponding analog center
beam depth profile. The flat sedimentary bottom over
which this data was taken illustrates the progressionof the
interference.

The

interference

enters

the outer

beams'

tracking gates while falling outside those of the nearspecular beams. This is evidenced in Figure 9a by a central ridge followed by two small mounds on either side of
the ship's track. The small mounds would be difficult to
identify as artificial, were it not for evidence from the ana-

log record (Figure 9b) which showsthe transpondertrace

pinger have also been noted during dredging or coring
operations.
3.3 "Omegd' Effectsand Data Gaps

Most Sea Beam usersare aware of the possibilityof side
lobe or external sound source interference in the system.
A

lesser known

and

more

insidious

artifact

has been

found to occur on sloping bottoms producing contours

resemblingthe capitalGreek letter omega (1•) [Kleinrock
eta!., 1984] or datagaps. They are generallycharacterized
by an arcuate plateau followed by a steep, curvilinear
scarp. They occur within a single Sea Beam swath, commonly near the center, and have lateral dimensions of
hundreds to thousands of meters. The plateaus may be

intersecting the center beam depth profile at the
corresponding time. Due to their small size, these peaked (Plate l e) or flat (Plate l d). (Plate 1 is shown
artifacts would probablynot be consideredvery significant, here in black and white. The color version can be found
although some might mistake them for satellite cones or in the separatecolor sectionin this issue.) The scarpmay
hydrothermal mounds.
be semicircular(Plate l d the classic1• shape)or irregular
The situation of this example is uncommon because the
(Plate lf). "Omegas"sometimesevolve into or are assoship was maneuvering at about 1.5 knots over a bottom ciatedwith data gaps(Plate lb and lg) and can be created
transponder network while towing the Deep-Tow instru- on sides of seamounts (Plate l c) as well as relatively
ment package. However, it may become more common straight scarps.
with the Sea Beam system installed on WHOI's R/V
Plate l a shows the problem clearly. In this case, the
Atlantis H, the mother ship for the manned DSRV Alvin same portion of seafloor has been surveyed in three
different directions.
The arrows indicate the direction of
which is often navigated using 12-kHz transponders. At
normal survey speeds(----10 knots) this artifact would be ship travel. In Plate la, sections 1 and 2, Sea Beam's
greatly reduced. Similar artifacts due to interferencefrom rendition of the bathymetry is nearly identical for opposite
the direct or the bottom bounced signal of a 12-kHz ship coursesin the along slope direction. The bathymetry
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Fig. 9. Interferencefrom a 12-kHz bottom-mooredtransponderduring a Deep-Tow survey. (a) Sea Beam nearreal-time contoured output. Contour interval is 10 m, and tick marks point downhill. The center line represents
the ship's track. On this line, short ticks above the ship's track are spaced2 min apart, long ticks refer to information at the top of the plot (time [hour/min/s], ship'sheading,contourinterval in meters), and short tickscentered
on the track refer to center beam depth in meters indicatedat the bottom. (b) Analog graphicrecorder output
displayingSea Beam's center beam depth profile and the trace of the 12-kHz transponder. The horizontal scaleis
matched in time to that of Figure 9a. The artifact can be seen in Figure 9a as the two small mounds on either side
of the ship's track.

is markedly different when the ship track runs downdip
(acrossa slope in the down hill direction) (Plate la, section 3). In all the colored contour plots shown, contour
lines have been smoothed by averagingover five transmis-

sion cycles. While inspecting the raw Sea Beam data, we
noticed unrealistic variations in depth from one ping to
the next as well as missing soundings in the data of Plate
la, section 3. No evidence of external interference was
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Plate1. "Omegas"
and gaps. (The colorversionand a complete
description
of thisfigurecanbe foundin the
separate color section in this issue.)

found in the acousticdata. After computingdepthsand
cross-trackdistancesfrom this acousticdata, we contoured
them using the same postprocessingsoftware used
throughoutPlate 1. The resultingbathymetryshown in
Plate la, section4 matchesthat seenin Plate la, sections

gatesdo not open fast enoughupon a suddenchangeof
bottom slope. As a result, data are lost for pointsfalling
outside the gates. Second, when going downdip acrossa
slopethe fore-aft transmitbeam patterngeometry(Figure

2a) is suchthat acousticenergyfrom the sidelobesmay

1 and 2. Sea Beam was clearly in error when the ship

ensonifythe slopein the speculardirection. Althoughthis

track ran downdip.

transmitted energy is about 25 dB lower than that

A combinationof three factors may be responsiblefor

transmittedin the main lobe in the true verticaldirection,
this artifact. First of all, the automaticbottom-tracking it becomessignificantdue to the angular dependenceof
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Fig. 10. Evidence of transmit beam pattern side lobe interference in the digitized acousticdata. Early arrivals
correspondingto near-specularreturns from transmitted side lobe energy are best seen on starboard beams 1-3.
These data correspondto the "omega"effect shownin Plate l e. The format is the same as that of Figure 3.

backscattering. Measurements have shown that one can
expect a drop of 10-15 dB in the acoustic backscatter

pattern point in the specular direction as in this case.

Because the receiving beam pattern is 20ø wide in the

between normal (specular) incidence and 20ø incidence fore-aft direction (Figure 2b), early returns are received
[Patterson
1969; Urick, 1983]. For a flat bottom the acous- as seen in Figure 10. Given the proper threshold and
tic backscatterdue to side lobe transmitted energy is negli- sufficientlynarrow tracking gates (which is the case when
gible comparedto the returns due to the main beam in the
the bottom has remained relatively flat for some time),
specular direction. This is no longer true when the botthe system tends to track these early returns, creating a
tom slope is such that the side lobes of the transmit beam plateaulikefeature. At some point the signalto noise ratio
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Fig. 11. Cartoons of bottom profiles associatedwith "omegas"and gaps. (a) Along-track bottom profile of an
"omega"artifact. Sea Beam's rendition of the bathymetry, shown by the dashed line, is a plateau followed by a

steepscarp. (b), (c) Bottom-tracking
gatesconditionsas would be seenon the echoprocessor's
CRT. In Figure
l lb the athwartshipsbottom profile (solid line) lies inside the trackinggates (dashedlines). This is the normal
mode of operationwhen the echo Processoris in mode 3. It is also what one would see were an "omega"effect
present. In Figure 11c the athwartshipsbottom profile lies partially outside the trackinggates, and the corresponding data pointsare lost. This situationis characteristicof data gaps.
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Fig. 12. Receivers'gain calibration.The raisedsignalsseenat the end of eachof the 16 preformedbeam returns
representcalibrationsignalsinjectedinto each receiverto determineits gain setting. Here one can appreciatethe
usefulness
of the echoprocessor
gaincorrectionwhichbringsall receiversto a commongainlevel. The formatof
this figure is identicalto that of Figure 3.

of these returns becomestoo low, and the systemfails to effects on slopes between 30ø and 45ø for ship speedsof
detect an echo until the tracking gatesopen wide enough about 10 knots, but similar though subtler artifacts seem
to recover the real bottom. Hence a sharp drop in depth to appear on gentler slopes, perhapsas low as 15ø
results at the end of the plateau as shown in the cartoon
of Figure 1la.
Consider two possibletracking gate conditions:a normal
condition where the instantaneousbottom profile is con-

The tracking gates and the transmit/receive acoustic
geometry are the two main factors contributing to the
"omega" effect. A third factor is related to the half-hour
calibration of the EP receivers. In several instances,we
tained within the gates (Figure l lb) and a condition found that this calibrationoccurredimmediatelyprior to
where part of the profile falls outside the gates (Figure an "omega"effect. Figure 12 showsthe onset of a receiver
11c). The latter producesa data gapas seenin Plateslb
gain calibration sequence just at the end of a reception
and lg where the onsetof an "omega"effectimmediately cycle. The following transmissioncycle showedonly the
precedes the gap. Apparently, the dip of the bottom calibration signals. Inspection of the raw Sea Beam data
increased too rapidly for the "omega" effect to develop showedthat no data had been loggedfor these two cycles
fully, and a gap appearedbecausethe gatessimplycould even though one would have expectedthe first (Figure
not open fast enough. Such gaps exist in Sea Beam data 12) to have been processed
by the EP. As a consequence,
on updip as well as downdip ship tracks; however, in our data are lost for two transmissioncyclesevery half hour.
data we have seen "omega" effects only for downdip ship Moreover the tracking gates are not updated during this
tracks. This was confirmed at sea when an observed
time. A coincidentalincreasein bottom slope puts the EP
"omega"effect on a downdiptrack was immediatelyresur- in a difficult bottom-trackingsituationwhich, given the
veyed updip, and no "omega" was detected. The most appropriateslope angle, ship direction, and signalto noise
likely explanationfor this asymmetrycomesfrom the fact ratio in the acousticreturns, generatesan "omega"effect.
that the gatesare alwayslaggingupon a suddenchangein
Of all the artifactsdiscussedhere, "omega"effectsare
bottom slope. Downdip, the gates track from the left in the most likely to misleadinvestigatorsbecausethey often
Figure 10, and they are therefore likely to track early appearas geologicallyplausiblevolcanic,tectonic, or even
returns. Updip, the gatestrack from the right in Figure 10 depositional
(mass-wasting)
features. An "omega"on the
so they have a better chance to track bottom returns

insteadof early arrivals. Also the gateshave more time to
adjust at the base of rising slopesdue to the accumulation
of talus. We cannot specify a slope range for which an
"omega"effect occursbecausethis effect varies with ship's
speed and depends on the side lobe level on the transmit

beam pattern of the Sea Beam systemconsidered. As ship
speed is reduced, the tracking gates have more transmission cycles to adjust to a sudden drop in slope, and the

side of a seamountas in Plate lc, couldpossiblybe mistaken for a flank or satelliteconstruct.Irregular"omega"-

type artifacts(Plate lf) appearingon what are actually
relatively straight scarps might be misinterpreted as
changesor variations in structural trend. This could result
in errors in determining the tectonic characterand evolu-

tion of an area. Other"omegas"(Plate le) mightbe mistaken for volcanic constructional features and incorrect

conclusionscould be reached regarding post-tectonicor

"omega" effect is less likely. Our data shows "omega" syntectonic volcanism on scarps such as fracture zone
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Fig. 13. Bathymetricgradientchartsof Sea Beamdata from Galapagos95.5øWpropagating
rift survey (modified
from Hey et ai., [this issue]). All areaswhere five-ping-averaged
Sea Beamdata exhibit slopesgreaterthan the
slopeparameter(specifiedin the lower right of each plot in degreesfrom the horizontal)are darkened. (a) Slope
parameter--- 15ø. Data coverageand tectonicfabric(mostlyE-W, seeHey eta!., [thisissue]for discussion)
of this
ruggedterrainare visiblein this plot. (b) Slopeparameter--- 30ø. Trianglesshowlocationsof featuresappearingon
this plot that are associatedwith "omega"artifactsseen in 20-m contour plots.

walls, rift valley walls, pseudofault walls, abyssal hill
scarps, caldera walls, etc. In addition, some "omegas"
might be mistaken for serpentinitediapirs, while others

(for example,at trenchesor submarinecanyons)couldbe
erroneously identified as slump blocks or other mass-

wastingdeposits. When dealingon scalesof hundredsof

overall tectonic structure. The "omega" effect was
discoveredwhile analyzing this dense data set with several
overlappingswathsand the "omegas"shown in Plate 1 are
examples of artifacts that Hey and coworkers removed
from their data. In eight cases for which we initially
suspectedthe "omega" bathymetry to be false and then
studied the acoustic data, our suspicions were confirmed.
By checking the raw Sea Beam data, we have identified
eight others. We then estimated the probability of
encountering"omegas"on downdip tracksover fairly steep
slopes. We have visually examined the computergeneratedSea Beam 20-m contour plots and identified all

meters to several kilometers, failing to recognize"omegas"
as artifacts could lead to errors in geologicunderstanding
becausethey might suggestunexpected volcanism or tectonism in supposedlyinactive areas. The implications of
these possiblemisinterpretations are very important.
Suspiciousfeatures which have the characteristicshape
whichwe feel confidentare artifacts(many
of "omegas"have been observedin data from every Sea the "omegas"
Beam survey we have investigatedthus far. Many geo- questionable examples were also found but were not
physicalsurveysare run orthogonalto the tectonicfabric includedin the exercise). Trianglesin Figure 13b mark
becauseimportant variations in magnetic, seismic, gravity, the locations where features on this plot are associated
and bathymetric data often are found in cross-strike with "omegas"seen in the contour plots. Knowing the
profiles. Unfortunately, because"omegas"are found on direction of ship's travel, we were able to distinguish on
downdip tracks, this type of survey pattern increasesthe
Figure 13 those downdip slope crossingswhich have
probabilityof occurrenceof these artifacts.In an effort to "omega"artifacts and those which do not. For approxiquantify this probability,we have analyzeddata from such mately 50% of all occurrences where the ship steamed
a survey (Figure 13). Figure 13 shows Sea Beam data downdip acrossslopes which Sea Beam detected as being
from the propagatingrift at 95.5øW on the Cocos-Nazca greater than 30ø, "omega"artifacts are present. Though
spreading
center[Heyet al., this issue]. In Figure 13, all we realize that these estimatesare rough, the salient point
areaswhere the gradientof the bathymetry,as detectedby is clear: "omega"artifactscan be very common in convenSea Beam, exceedsa specifiedslope are darkened. Figure tional surveys which run perpendicular to the tectonic
fabric. As mentioned above, the frequency of occurrence
13a is included mainly to show the data density and the
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of these artifacts may vary with each Sea Beam system
depending on the side lobe level of its transmit beam pattern, as well as with ship's speed.
Our detailed analysis of these artifacts has concentrated
on the SIO Sea Beam systembecauseof the availabilityof
its acoustic data. But we have observed "omega"-like
features in bathymetricdata collectedwith systemsaboard

of an operator, and it will not correct the effect pointed

out by Renardand Allenou[1979]. In generalthe current
side lobe responsesuppressiontechnique suffers from the
saturation in the EP receivers. A simple modification of
the detectionamplifiersmay solve the saturationproblem,
but use of logarithmic detection amplifiers to increasethe

EP receivers'dynamicrangeseemsdesirable[deMoustier,
the R/V's Conrad (Lamont-DohertyGeologicalObserva- 1985a]. At present,there is no wayto controlthe perfortory), Surveyor(National Oceanographic
and Atmospheric mance of the amplitude shadingin the receiverarray. As
Administration), and Jean Charcot (IFREMER). Sea an example, we changedthe shadingcoefficientby 30% on
Beam investigators who see suspicious features with
four array elementsin the computedbeam patternof Figcharacteristicssimilar to the "omegas"shown here would ure 2b. It broughtthe side lobe level from 30 to 23 dB
be prudent to survey the sites with crossing Sea Beam
swaths for confirmation before attributing them great
significanceor planning higher-resolutionstudies. If such
features are not recognized as potentially important until

below the main lobe. This may not appear to be
significant since the side lobe threshold computation is
basedon a value of 12 dB below a peak amplitude,which
is approximatelythe side lobe level of an unshadedarray

after the survey, the raw Sea Beam data should be
checked, looking for unrealistic depth changesfrom one
ping to the next and for missingdata points which indicate
that the system lost tracking of the bottom during that

performance of the array amplitude shading can only
benefit any subsequent side lobe response rejection

time.

Although we have only analyzed data from the Sea
Beam system, we believe similar multibeam echo sounders
might output the same artifacts. The U.S. Navy SASS system has been in operation since 1965, and some of its data

has been declassifiedfor use on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
Rift Valley [Phillipsand Fleming, 1978; Ballard and van

(Figure2b). However,we believethat ensuringoptimum
scheme.

As the EP works on the rectified envelope of the return
signals,it has no way of differentiating between side lobe
responseand actual bottom return when the two overlap.
To tell them apart requires phase information which is not
available to the EP in the current mode of operation. One
way to deal with this problem would be to heterodyne

(multiply by an externaloscillatorfrequencyand filter in
Andel, 1977] and on the GalapagosRift at 86øW [van the desiredfrequencyband [ClayandMedwin,1977]) each
Andel and Ballard, 1979; Crane and Ballard, 1980]. Com- of the 16 preformed beam channels to obtain 16 channels
parison of SASS bathymetry with Deep-Tow bathymetry

[Crane, 1978; vanAndeland Ballard, 1979] seemsto indicate that "omega"-like artifacts exist in SASS data. Data
gaps and onsets of "omegas"similar to those of Plate lb
are also apparent in the work by Phillips and Fleming
[1978, Figure 3D].
4. POSSIBLE CORRECTIONS

Depths and cross-track horizontal distances cannot be

recomputedas a postprocessing
operation unless the

of complex data (32 channels of real data). These could
be digitized and processedas curren•tlydone in the EP. It
would then be possibleto apply advancedadaptivefiltering

techniques[McCooland Wi&ow, 1977] to effectivelycancel side lobe response as well as noise bursts while retain-

ing the real bottom return signal. Of course, such a
scheme might be hampered by the processingtime
required, and it needs to be tested.

4.2. PossibleCorrections
for Interference
From External Sound Sources

acoustic data are digitized and recorded on tape as was

done for our data. Therefore investigatorsdiscovering
Whenever the 3.5-kHz echo sounder is run in conjuncfictitious bathymetry in their data have no alternative but tion with Sea Beam aboard the R/V Thomas Washington,
to disregard the portion of' data affected. Also, these the analog graphic recorder is used to display both the Sea
artifactsoccurtoo infrequentlyto warrantrecordingof the Beam center beam profile and the 3.5-kHz echo sounder
acousticdata on a routine basis. Rather than relying on outgoing pulse. Interference occurswhen the corresponddata reprocessing,it seems more sensible to deal with the
ing signal traces intersect. To prevent this, it is necessary
problemsat their source. In the following, we suggesta to phasedelay the 3.5-kHz outgoingpulse enough to keep

number of solutionsto the problemsdiscussedin the previous section.

4.1. PossibleCorrections
for SideLobeInterference

When a "tunnel" effect developsduring a survey, it is

the two tracesseparated[Smith,1983]. This methodis not
entirely reliable since it requires an operator. A more reliable method consistsof using a simple electronic circuit
which gates out 3.5-kHz transmission whenever a Sea
Beam reception cycle is in progress. Such a device report-

edly workswell on the R/V Conrad[Tyce,1984]. Unfor-

common practice to switch the EP from mode 3 to mode 2

tunately, this device will not prevent interference from
[Smith,1983]. As a result, the automatictrackinggates 12-kHz transponders, pingers, or seismic sound sources.
open to their maximum (upper and lower limits of the The latter usually cannot be phase delayed for mechanical

CRT display)accordingto parametersset by the SeaBeam reasons(constantpulse energy requirement) as well as
data postprocessing
reasons(constantfiring rate require-

operator. A subsequent return to mode 3 resumes
automatic tracking. This method has proven effective in

ment). A solution which takes into account the transmis-

dealing with the "tunnel" effect which is essentiallyside sion rate requirements of all possible underwater sound
lobe responserelated. However, it relies on the vigilance sources available aboard a ship can be implemented on the
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shipboardcomputer. With a knowledgeof the water
depth,the computerwoulddecidethe bestfiringsequence
necessary
to keepthe soundsources
from interferingwith
each other (J. L. Abbott, SIO, personalcommunication,
1984).
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a surveyand in describingabyssalmorphology.This paper
attemptsto make the scientificcommunityaware of a
number of bathymetric artifacts observed in Sea Beam
data which, if unrecognized,might lead to geological
misinterpretations.We have shown that artifactsdue to
externalsoundsources(e.g.,subbottomprofilers)or inter-

4.3. PossibleCorrections
for "Omega"

nal side lobe interference can usually be clearly identified

Effectsand Data Gaps

as resultingfrom spuriousdata. In most of these cases,

"Omegas"
and datagapsare dealtwith in the sameway
the "tunnel"effectis, by switchingthe EP from mode 3 to
2 and backagain. However,there is no way to detectan
"omega"effect in real time sincethe cross-track
bottom
profileson the CRT appearto be withinthe gates,and by

We also discusseda more insidiousartifact (the "omega"
effect) which is virtually impossibleto detect in real time
for lack of warning. In addition,suchartifactscommonly
found when steamingdowndip over slopesgreater than

corrective action can be taken in real time while surveying.

30ø may appearas geologically
plausiblevolcanic,tectonic
or sedimentaryfeatures. When navigation is based on
ally too late to correctanything.The automatictracking seafloor morphology, failure to recognize bathymetric

the time evidence of it is seen on the swath plot it is usu-

gate softwarewas modifiedby the manufacturerin
October 1984 on the systeminstalledaboard the German
R/V Polarstern(W. Capell, General Instrument Corpora-

artifacts may lead to positioningerrors.
In order to explain the causesof these artifacts, we

have analyzedSea Beam'secho detectionand processing
tion, personnel
communication,
1984). The changes
con- techniques. Errors have been found to relate to the
sistedof increasing
the minimumallowablewidthfor each methodsof side lobe rejection,automaticbottom-tracking,
gateandenabling
a fasterrateof change
of thegatesfrom and automatic receiver gain calibration. These errors
pingto ping. Sea BeamsystemsinstalledsinceOctober result in incorrect depth determinationswhich cause the
1984 benefit from this modification which has proven

artifacts observed. BecauseSea Beam only retains depths

effective in substantiallyreducingthe problemsof data

and cross-track horizontal distances from the received

acousticsignals,investigatorshave no alternativebut to
bottom-tracking
gatestendsto decrease
the depthdetermi- disregardthe bathymetricartifacts they identify. A
nationaccuracy
on the outer beamsbecausethe remaining number of correctionsare proposed to prevent such data
disposal: improved side lobe control in the
sidelobe responseis no longergatedout on thosebeams.

gapsand"omega"
effects.However,the wideningof the

bottomslopewill easilybe accommodated
by the EP upon
return to a normal receptioncycle. Also, it would be use-

transmit/receiveacousticgeometry, extension of the EP
receivers'dynamicrange, side lobe and noise burst rejection through advanced adaptive filtering techniques,
improved bottom-tracking gate operation, delayed
receivers'gain calibrationto allow for completionof the
receptioncyclein progress,and computer-coordinated
sig-

ful to have the half hour calibration, which is triggered

nal transmission for all active sound sources during•a sur-

upon interruptfrom the Sea Beamcomputerclock,wait

vey.

for the completionof the transmissioncycle in progress,

Recently, presentationformats for Sea Beam data have
extended beyond contour maps to include gray-tone and
colorshadedrelief maps [Edwardset al., 1984], and bathy-

Becauseof the side effects of the EP receivers' calibra-

tion, mentionedin section3.3, we recommendthat an
additionalchangebe madeto allowthe gatesto widendur-

inga calibration
cycle.Thiswaya coincidental
increase
of

and avoid situations such as that of Figure 12. Data
would then be lost for only one transmissioncycle, and

the updatingof the trackinggateswouldbe more reliable.
Finally,as for the receiverarray,somemeasureof the

metricgradientcharts[Heyet al., this issue]. Theseformats are very valuable in interpretingthe data; however,

performance
of the projectorarray amplitudeshading "omegas" and other bathymetric artifacts will persist
seemsnecessary.
At present,the system teststhe perfor- because the errors are in the raw Sea Beam data, not in
manceof the poweramplifierson an all or nothing(blown the contouring algorithm employed.
fuse) basis. Tyce [1984] reporteddeviationsfrom the
manufacturer'sspecifications
by as much as 40% on the
APPENDIX A:
outputsof four projectorelementsfor the systeminstalled
aboard the R/V Conrad. For comparisona changeof 40%

in the shadingcoefficientsof four elementsin the computedbeampattern(Figure2a) movedthe sidelobelevel

SEA BEAM ACOUSTIC GEOMETRY

In the following,the beam widthsare calculatedat the
half powerpoint of the beampatterns.The transmitted
definitelyenhancethe signalto noiseratio of earlyspecu- beam pattern spans54ø athwartships
by 2 2/3ø in the
lar returnsdiscussed
in section3.3. (Figure 10), increasing fore-aft direction. It is pitch stabilizedto ensure vertical
the probabilityof" omegas."
projectionby phasingthe outputs of the 20 power
amplifiersrelativeto a pitchanglesuppliedby the vertical
5. CONCLUSIONS
referencegyroscope
(Figure1) withinthe limitsof _+10ø
of pitch.As shownin thecomputed
beampattern(Figure
In conclusion,
wewouldliketo stress
the importance
of 2a), the projectorarrayis designedfor sidelobeattenuaa clearunderstanding
of the capabilities
andlimitations
of tion 30 dB down from the main lobe and grating lobes
the SeaBeamsystemwhenanalyzing
its output.We fully appearat 55ø on the fore-aftaxis. The sidelobelevel is
recognize
thevalueof SeaBeambathymetry
in conducting controlledby amplitudeshadingthe output of the 20

from 30 to 22 dB below the main lobe. Such levels will
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power amplifiers(Figure 1) using the Dolph-Chebyshev have a common gain at any one time. The gains of the
amplitude shading method for acoustic arrays [Dolph, individual receiversare automaticallycalibratedby the EP
1946; RibletandDolph, 1947]. Sincethe arrayis contained every half hour by inputting a common voltage through
in a housing, the actual side lobe level is 25-26 dB down
the beamline drivers(Figure 1) and digitizingthe output
from the main lobe [Dolph 1946; Renard and Allenou of the receivers.
1979]. Proper control of the side lobeson the transmitted
The refraction correction uses values of a sound velobeam in the fore-aft direction is crucial for adequate percity versuswater depth profile, entered at the beginningof
formance of the systemwhen the ship's track runs down- a survey by the Sea Beam operator, and Snell's law to caldip (across a slope in the downhill direction). In this culatethe receptionangleO for eachbeamwith respectto
geometry, weakly attenuated side lobes ensonify the slope
at near-normal

incidence

in the fore-aft

direction.

The

corresponding bottom returns are received earlier than
those due to vertical projectionin the main lobe, and they
disruptthe echo-processing
and bottom-trackingfunctions.
The design of the receiving array yields a beam pattern
which is 2 2/3 ø athwartshipsby 20ø in the fore-aft direc-

tion (Figure 2b). The 20ø beam width in the fore-aft
direction is meant to accommodatepitch anglesof _+10ø,
as no pitch stabilization is performed on the receiving
beams. Sea Beam generates 16 preformed beams fixed

with respectto the ship's vertical by electronicallysteering
such 2 2/3 ø beamsat intervalsof 2 2/3 ø athwartshipsfrom
20ø incidence on port to 20ø on starboard. DolphChebyshev amplitude shading of the output of the 40
preamplifiers(Figure 1) attenuatesthe side lobes 30 dB
below the main lobe (Figure 2b). For the same reasons
given for the projector array, the actual side lobe level
may be somewhat higher. Renard and Allenou [1979]
measured a value of 28 dB on two preformed beams. The
acoustic data we have recorded indicate a mean side lobe

level of 25 dB below the main lobe on 10 preformed

beams for the SIO system [de Moustier,1985b]. Proper
side lobe level control is important for the receiving array
because each of the preformed beams has side lobes
oriented

in the direction

of the main lobe of all the other

beams. A strong return coming into the main lobe of a
particular beam will therefore be received by all the side
lobes pointing in the same direction.
APPENDIX B:
SEA BEAM ECHO PROCESSING

in

the

Sea

Beam

software

technical

few hundred meters and extended to the maximum

bot-

tom depth in the survey area using values from Carter's

tablesof soundvelocityin the ocean[Carter, 1980].
The roll compensationuses the ship's instantaneousroll

angle/3 given by the vertical referencegyroscopeto refer-

encethe reception
angleO to the truevertical:
(I) = 0+/3.
A set of stabilizedbeamsangles•

spaced2 2/3 ø apart are

then created. The amplitudes of the stabilized beams are

linearly interpolated between those of the two adjacent
preformedbeamswith receptionangle•i and•i+l. This
yields 15 stabilized beams each 2 2/3 ø wide, fixed in a
vertical plane athwartshipswith one beam alignedwith the
true vertical. As provision has been made for +20 ø of

ship's roll, there are 31 possiblestabilizedbeam positions
between q-40 ø. Occasionally,one of the preformed beam
angles• will lie on the true vertical (• = 0), and there
may be 16 stablized beams.

A set of bottom-trackinggatesdeterminesthe detection
time window during which a bottom echo is expected
basedon previoussoundinghistory. The trackinggate is
an essentialfeature of the EP becauseit conditionsproper
echo signaldetectionand therefore reliable depth determination. Each beam has its own tracking gate. It is centered on the averagedepth for that beamusingdepthhistory over the lastfive transmission
cycles(pings)weighted
decteasinglyinto the past. The gate width is determined
by the observed ping-to-ping depth fluctuations with
allowancefor variations in signal duration due to beam
angle, bottom slope, and beam width. As a result, the
gates are narrower for the near-vertical beams than for the
outer beams. A constant value (20 m) is added to the

Information concerningSea Beam's echo processingis
contained

the ship's vertical. The sound velocity profile is measured
with an expendable bathythermograph cast for the first

manual

[GeneralInstrumentCot7•oration,1981]. In the following,
we give, with the manufacturer's permission, an overview
of the main features of the echo-processingsoftware. We
emphasize the features important to understand the causes
of the bathymetric artifacts discussedin this paper.

width of each gate as a safety margin to ensure that the
echosignaldoesnot fall outsidethe gate. Bottomechoes
falling outside the tracking gates are not taken into
accountby the EP which usuallywill not computea depth
and a cross-trackdistancefor the corresponding
beamsfor
lack of signal to noise ratio. This situation createsa data

gap. Since only 15 (occasionally16) of the possible31
During eachtransmissioncycle, 16 bottomreturns (e.g., stabilizedbeamsbear data, gate settingsfor null or unused
Figure 3) are digitized by Sea Beam's analog-to-digital beamsare interpolatedor extrapolatedfrom thoseof adjaconverter at a frequency of 300 Hz for each beam. For
each conversion cycle the Sea Beam computer performs
the following operations: receiver gain correction, refraction correction, roll compensation, detection threshold

cent beams. Finally, the gate settingsare smoothedacross
all 31 possiblebeams. The analog-to-digitalconversion
startsat the onsetof the gate with the shallowestsetting

level determination, and signal detection for each of the

gate has been reached.

roll-compensated beams.

The detectionthresholdlevel determinationis a very
critical operationin the echo processing.It is adjusted

The receiver gain correction consistsof multiplying the
digitized signal voltage for each beam by an amplitude
multiplication factor to compensatefor differencesamong
receivers. Becausethe roll compensationinvolves interpolation between beams, it is important that all 16 signals

(earliesttime). The conversionstopswhen the deepest

every conversioncycle and is therefore a dynamic process
taking several parameters into consideration: (1) the

manual thresholdlevel input by the Sea Beam operator,
(2) the background
noiselevel of the receivers,(3) the
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receivers' side lobe response, and (4) potential noise
bursts interfering with the bottom echo detection. In general, the threshold level is computed to ride above the
noise and above the side lobe response. For reference,
the noise level measuredon data similar to that of Figure
3 is usually around 20 mV. The side lobe threshold is
computedas one-fourth the amplitude (12 dB down) of
the highestof the 16 signalsat any one time (Figure 3).
A noise burst appears as a synchronous ridge similar to
the side lobe ridge of Figure 3, but the amplitudesof the
individual peaks are more or less constant on all beams

(e.g., Figure 7). By comparingthe maximum amplitude
with the median amplitude across all beams at any one
time, the software is able to recognize a noise burst.
When a noise burst is detected, and when the corresponding threshold level is higher than both the noise and the
side lobe thresholds, the 16 amplitudes are rejected. Otherwise, the higher of the noise or the side lobe thresholds
will be used as the detection threshold. With this method,
however, canceling side lobe response or noise bursts
when they overlap with a bottom return results in cancellation of :he correspondingpart of the bottom return.
Also, becauseof saturation in the EP receivers' amplifiers,
side lobe rejection is only partially achieved in caseswhen
the specular return is clipped. This results in both echo
detection and depth computation errors. Finally, for each
conversioncycle, a signal sample is detected if it is above
the detection threshold and within the bottom-tracking
gates.

Once the analog-to-digital conversion sequence has
been completed on all beams, the next set of echoprocessingoperationsis done once per transmissioncycle.
The signallevel of each detectedbeam is integratedover
the duration of the detectedreturn (within the gatesand
above the threshold). If the resultingenergyin the return
is below a prescribed minimum, the beam is deemed

invalid due to poor signalto noiseratio [Fart, 1980]. For
a valid beam, a slant range is calculatedby computing the
center of mass of all the detectedsignal samplesfor that
beam, and by multiplying the correspondingarrival time
by 750 m/s. Depth and cross-trackhorizontal distances
are then calculated as described in section 2.
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Plate 1. [deMoustierandKleinrock]"Omegas"and gaps. Tick markspointdownhill.Contouredsectionsnot starred
are original Sea Beam data. Contoured sectionsmarked with a star are the result of reprocessingthe acousticdata
recorded digitally with the MPL system. Our simplified echo-processingtechnique does not include ray-bending
corrections,and arrival times are determined by the first arrival above a preset threshold. The threshold level is
selectedafter visual inspectionof the roll-compensatedacousticdata. Recomputed depths and cross-trackdistances
are therefore in uncorrectedmeters referenced to a sound velocity of 1500 m/s. Although crude, this processing
method sufficesto prove the fictitiouscharacterof Sea Beam's contouredbathymetryshownin Platesla, (section

3), lb, ld, le, If and lg. We do not showa recomputed
versionof Plate lc becausethe corresponding.acoustic
data
was only recordedevery five pings. This was enough to confirm the "omega"effect, but contour resolutionwas seriously degradedby the five ping decimation.

